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Adam Eve Snake Apple #metoo

I am a poet. So I think in symbolism and metaphors. Looking at the

story of Adam and Eve in the bible I don’t think it means what it really

means on the surface. I think it is a watered down rated G version of

the actual events.

Metaphors were first explained by Aristotle in the time of the Greeks.

But that does not mean people did not use the concept before that.

Metaphor is where language can have a hidden or symbolic meaning.

First there is that pesky snake. Now what can a snake be if not a snake?

What if it is a symbol for something else? What part of the human

anatomy could be referenced as a snake? I hope I don’t have to spell this

out more.

What about the apple? Apples have seeds. In the story of Adam and

Eve, Eve takes a bite out of the apple. Now I realize we assume that

biology did not exist back in the time of the bible was written. There

were enough humans walking around that some people probably

figured out where babies come from and that it involved

seeds, well semen. Going back to the Greeks again, Aristotle saw semen

as coming from blood and food. The Greeks were aware of it and its

importance. So an Apple is food and it has seeds so it can create life.

The apple is semen.

If you have been thinking this through I think you know where this is

going. Eve did not get an apple from a snake. She got a baby from Adam

and had kids. But in true patriachial form We women did something

bad and we women got the guy in trouble. Truth. Adam figured out
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what his snake wanted and acted on it. Stop blamimg Eve. It was never

her fault.
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